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Goodbye & Thanks

This is not an easy newsletter to write, but my time at Central School has come to an end. Starting January 3rd,     

 Mrs. Vagell will return from her maternity leave. Thank you for trusting me with your child/children, and  thank you for

all your love and support.

 

I give you back your child, the same child you confidently entrusted in my care. I give him/her back to you with more

confidence, a stronger growth mindset and as a more responsible student. It has been a true pleasure and privilege

getting to know so many of the students at Central. I give them back reluctantly as I have enjoyed spending this past

year with each child. The students and I have grown close and have become part of each other’s lives. I am going to

miss the fist bumps in the hallways, the jokes at recess, and the knocks at my door with good news. Most importantly, I

am going to miss the way each and every child made me feel throughout my time here at Central Elementary. 

 

Take care of my “little humans” as I call them, for me, for they are truly precious. I will always be rooting for your child

wherever they go, whatever they do, and whoever they become! 

 

You may reach out to Mrs. Vagell (kvagell@easthanoverschools.org) on or after January 3rd with any questions or

concerns. 

Thank you again !

 

Have a wonderful holiday! 

 

With appreciation and gratitude, 

Ms. D'Addezio 



One point is given to the class if all students raise their hands to get out of their seat  (to throw out

garbage, get something from vendor, go to bathroom)

One point is given to the class if all students follow directions, respect the lunch aides and peers, wear

their masks, and clean up their space

One point is given to the class if all students use kind words/tone with their peers and accept that

everyone has different abilities

One point is given if all students are inclusive during recess and play with consistent rules

From The Classroom

 

SEL December lesson: Teamwork  

 

We  are excited to share that we have started the Cougar Challenge! Our focus is to increase positive

behavior in the cafeteria and at recess. Classes will have the opportunity to earn points for the following:

 

Remain Seated (Cafeteria)

 Follow Directions (Cafeteria)

Tolerance (Recess)

Inclusivity (Recess)

Points will be announced by the assigned lunch aide to the class before leaving the cafeteria and before

coming in from recess. 
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